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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE 
TWENTY-SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS 
STATE OF MISSOURI 

 
STATE OF MISSOURI,   ) 
      ) 
 Plaintiff,    )  
      ) Cause No. 1822-CR00642 
v.      ) 
      )  
ERIC GREITENS,    )  

     )  
 Defendant.    )  
 

DEFENDANT’S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE MOTION TO 
PROHIBIT THE TESTIMONY OF K.S. AND J.W. BECAUSE OF THE GROSS MISCONDUCT 

OF WILLIAM TISABY, THE CIRCUIT ATTORNY AND INVOCATION OF THE FIFTH 
AMENDMENT 

 
"Justice, and only justice, you shall pursue. . .” Those words from Deuteronomy are posted 

at the entrance of Ms. Gardner’s office. Those words ring most hollow in this case. 

The defense fears the Court may becoming numb to the near daily revelation of new 

concealment and lies. But the frequency and continuation of the misconduct on the part of the 

prosecution must at some point cause such a lack of confidence both in this case and the Circuit 

Attorney’s involvement in the criminal justice system so as to compel the Court to say, “no more.”  

THE LYING AND CONCEALING HAVE NOT STOPPED 

After weeks of fighting about the failure to turn over discovery, after multiple hearings 

where the Court admonished the Circuit Attorney to comply with the discovery rules, and after 

multiple times when the Circuit Attorney’s Office (“CAO”) represented that it had fully complied 

with all its discovery obligations, just this week three new violation of the discovery rules and 

lying under oath have arisen. First, during the deposition of Mr. Watkins, it was revealed that 

even prior to the indictment of this case, the prosecution knew that one of their witnesses, P.S., 

had received a financial incentive related to this case and yet never disclosed this highly 
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exculpatory information to the defense. Mr. Watkins specifically testified that he informed either 

Ms. Gardner or Mr. Steele, or both of them, that an anonymous donor had supplied monies for the 

benefit of P.S. for a “soft landing” related to this case.1 The sanctionable offenses continue to roll 

in. 

But, not surprisingly, it is worse than simply failing once again to disclose exculpatory 

evidence. On April 11, 2018, P.S. was deposed. Mr. Steele, on behalf of the CAO attended. P.S. 

was asked multiple questions about whether any cash had been delivered to any person on his 

behalf. P.S. Transcript 4-11-2018, pages 110, et seq. He was asked if a trust account had been set 

up “for people to contribute money to you?” Id., at 113. P.S. in response to the series of questions 

about money for his benefit testified, “I don’t know of anything I would be getting.” Id., at 117. 

Notwithstanding that Mr. Watkins testified under oath that he informed both the CAO (Steele, 

Gardner, or both) and P.S. about the money he received and its purpose of a soft landing for P.S., 

neither Mr. Watkins nor Mr. Steele corrected P.S.’s false statement. Again, the prosecution 

                                                            
1 Q. Did you ever tell the Circuit Attorney that you had received money, cash money, so that the witness, P.S., 
would have a soft landing? 
A. Cash money? I don't know if I said cash. 
Q. What did you tell them about that? 
A. I don't know if I said the amount, but I did say that -- I just want to make it very clear up front that we had 
received -- we had received payment, cash money, not cash money but money from a third party. I don't know if I 
used the words third party or anonymous donor, but I wanted to make it clear. It was a very, very short conversation, 
very short part of an otherwise short conversation. 
. . .  
 
Q. But you did tell the circuit -- 
A. And I don't know whether Kim Gardner was there at the time that I said it. 
Q. I asked you if you told the Circuit Attorney that. 
 A. Well, my answer -- the Assistant Circuit Attorney. It may have been Robert Steele that was in the room. 
 . . .  
A. The message was -- the message was that we had received money from a third party, and I don't know how I said 
it, but I thought -- I thought I wanted to make sure they knew it. 
 Q. So did they know that money was received for P. S.? 
A. Yeah. Yes. 
 Q. And did you tell them that [P.S.] was going to have a soft landing because of this money? 
 A. I -- I think I used those terms, but I'm not sure. 
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allowed a witness to give false testimony. Moreover, notwithstanding that the defense 

demonstrated significant interest in whether monies had been provided for the benefit of a 

prosecution witness (P.S.), no one from the prosecution team ever disclosed that it had information 

about the monies given to Mr. Watkins.  

But, if that was not enough - the issue was raised again by the defense in P.S.’s April 24th 

deposition – the deposition ordered as sanctions to attempt to cure the prejudice from all the 

previous lying. P.S. Transcript, 4-24-18, pages 14, 19, and 20. Again, P.S. denied he had any 

knowledge that he could be getting anything, id., at 20, and retracted statements he had made to 

the House committee indicating he was aware of payments to benefit him. (“Of course I don’t 

know. I don’t know.” Id., at 54). Again Mr. Steele did not say anything about the knowledge of 

payments to Mr. Watkins. To the contrary, he objected, “It’s asked and answered.  He said he 

doesn’t know.” Id., at 54. But, Mr. Steele knew the answer was untruthful. Again, neither Mr. Steel 

nor Mr. Watkins stopped the false testimony. The CAO cannot possible claim they did not know 

the defense considered this exculpatory evidence.2 Yet, once again, no disclosure was ever made 

and they allowed P.S. to lie. The sanctions clearing did not work. 

As discussed more fully below, this new information demonstrates how getting the 

opportunity to re-depose the witnesses is not resulting in any cure of the prejudice at all. Instead, 

the witnesses are still lying, the lawyers are still knowingly allowing the witnesses to lie, and, the 

lawyers are still hiding information. 

                                                            
2 And, financial benefits to witnesses may not be limited to $100,000 cash or limited to 

only P.S. The defense is working to locate Scott Faughn in order to take his deposition, though it 
appears at this point he has gone into hiding. Additionally, among the K.S. text messages produced 
yesterday is one from a friend who, referring to the news when it first broke, said, “[i[t’s kind of 
cool – you might become rich off it.”  K.S. responded, “LOL!!!!”  
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Then, last night, the snowball got even bigger. Among the text messages obtained from 

K.S.’s phone was an exchange between K.S. and a friend who has never been identified as a 

witness. Within the exchange, which took place January 31, 2018, just two days after the interview 

by Tisaby of K.S., K.S. asks whether her friend had talked to the prosecution team. The friend 

responded, “I didn’t talk to anyone besides the lawyer and the investigator, he didn’t make it sound 

certain.”  

Why is it important that around January 31 Tisaby and “the lawyer” talked to the friend? 

Because once again, the evidence shows Tisaby lied about talking to this friend, claimed he had 

no notes regarding talking to this friend, and Ms. Gardner once again solicited false testimony 

regarding whether he had spoken to this friend. In his deposition of March 19, 2018, Tisaby said 

under oath he only talked to K.S. and J.W. Tisaby Deposition, page 26. Referring to this friend 

and a couple of others, Mr. Tisaby testified: 

I attempted to contact them, did not get a return call. The only return call I got is 
from J.W., and that’s why I proceed to interview her. The other three or four they 
did not return my calls. I left voice messages for them. 

 

Id. Mr. Tisaby said he had notes reflecting he made the attempted contact but did not produce those 

notes. Ms. Gardner claimed the communication was privileged, stating, “It was a text between me 

and him that was a privileged communication of attempted - -this individual that made no contact 

so it was privileged communication.” Id., at 28. But, according to the friend’s text to K.S. all those 

statements were untrue. She specifically said she talked to the “lawyer (presumably Ms. Gardner) 

and the investigator.” Ms. Gardner’s attempted explanation for this new yet frequently seen 

problem was fluid. She once told the Court, contact was made but no follow up call occurred. She 

another time said a message was left. Either way, the defense is once again not getting the truth. 
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 What this friend said to “the lawyer and the investigator” will remain unknown because 

Mr. Tisaby is refusing to answer any questions and no notes or report of interview has been 

produced. Consequently, the prejudice is once again left incurable. 

 Then, unbelievably, just today, the defense learned that K.S. was interviewed another time 

right after her second grand jury appearance. The interview lasted about an hour according to 

K.S.’s deposition testimony of today. Ms. Smith and Ms. Gardner from the CAO both were in 

attendance. No notes from that interview were ever provided to the defense. When the defense 

asked for interview notes, Ms. Smith sent an e-mail (on May 3, 2018) stating in part, “Mr. Box 

was present as an investigator and a witness to any statements. He assisted myself and the Circuit 

attorney and was there to take any notes needed.”  

 As the Court knows, Mr. Box was deposed just this week. It was a deposition opposed by 

the CAO because they claimed that Mr. Box “has had a minimal role in case preparation to date.” 

We now know he was the affiant for multiple search warrants and also a participant in the interview 

of K.S. As the Court knows, he was supposed to be the substitution for the former lead investigator 

Mr. Tisaby who was removed in part for his lying in his deposition. But, the substitution of Mr. 

Box for Tisaby regrettably did not cure any of the prejudice. Rather, contrary to the representation 

of Ms. Smith, Mr. Box said he did not interview K.S. 

Q.  And you have not interviewed any --  any witnesses related to E.G. except [L.K.]? 
 A.  Related to the first case? 
 Q.  Related to the invasion of privacy. 
 A.  Correct. 
. . .  
Q. Okay. And -- and you didn't interview K.S.? 
A.  I did not. 
Q.  Did you review any of the interview notes of K.S.? 
A.  No. I -- I do not believe I did. 
 

Box Deposition, pages 41 and 47. As has been the pattern, the CAO did not correct this testimony. 
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 The defense understands that the Court may be growing tired of the constant drumbeat of 

concealment and lying. The defense is also suffering from this “prosecutorial misconduct fatigue.” 

But “prosecutorial misconduct fatigue” only comes from the revelation of an exorbitant amount of 

misconduct which cannot result in anything but substantial and incurable prejudice. 

THE CIRCUIT ATTORNEY IS JOINED AT THE HIP WITH MR. TISABY’S MISCONDUCT 
 

The misconduct of Mr. Tisaby is simply beyond the pale. Yet, there can be no debate that 

Ms. Gardner, the Circuit Attorney, had full control and ability to have cured any misconduct by 

her special investigator, Mr. Tisaby. Because she knew she had briefed Mr. Tisaby about her 

January 24th interview of K.S., because she sat there and saw him takes pages of notes at the 

January 29th interview, because she was there when Mr. Tisaby was asking K.S. questions, because 

even a cursory reading of Mr. Tisaby’s report of interview regarding K.S. would have exposed 

both the never-stated additions and exculpatory omissions, and because with just a little bit of 

effort anyone would have discovered that the video of the interview did work, she was in the ideal 

position to stop Mr. Tisaby from lying under oath at his deposition. But, instead, the parties find 

themselves fighting over the extent of the prejudice caused by the lying and concealment, because 

she did not take the ethical actions of which she was obligated. 

The Circuit Attorney can never say that she has no control over Tisaby taking the Fifth. 

She had the power to cure the perjury as it was happening. She had the power to turn over the 

evidence when the rules require it. Had she forced her lead investigator to tell the truth, we would 

not be here. The ability to not be fighting over these issues, to not have Tisaby take the Fifth and to 

have him tell the truth—Ms. Gardner had complete control over each of these, by simply stopping 

the deposition and getting Tisaby to come back and tell the truth. Such action would have killed a 

perjury charge and allowed the defense to properly prepare its case. 
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THE PREJUDICE IS REAL AND INCURABLE 

 The one indisputable fact is there has been lying and concealment and distortion of facts. 

Once it is established that the prosecution engaged in such misconduct, the defense has every 

reason to not trust what information comes from the prosecution. The information set out above 

where both the prosecution and Mr. Watkins knew P.S. was lying in his ‘curing’ deposition, and 

where those lies involved exculpatory information known but never disclosed by the prosecution, 

is a perfect example that the dishonesty is running so rampant that the defense and this Court 

should not trust anything being said. That itself is a significant prejudice. 

Moreover, another glaring prejudice resulting from all of this is the unknown. As the old 

saying goes, “you don’t know what you don’t know.” Who else is being paid for their testimony? 

What other information and or events are being hidden that the defense has not yet uncovered? 

Mr. Tisaby testified that he was in St. Louis 3 or 4 days a week for two months straight. He 

testified that 70% of his time was spent on this specific matter. However, he only testified about 

two interviews. Clearly, he did much more, but his refusal to answer questions means the defense 

will never know what else he has tainted. 

Mr. Tisaby has lied about his interactions with the two key witnesses in this case, K.S. and 

J.W. He has created reports of interview which have inserted non-facts and eliminated exculpatory 

facts. Even though the defense now has the video of the interview of K.S., the first eleven minutes 

have no audio. Therefore, what was said particularly by Mr. Tisaby is unknown. As to Mr. Tisaby, 

you don’t know what you don’t know. 

 Ms. Gardner, in a most unorthodox move, interviewed K.S. by herself in a hotel in Illinois. 

Her notes of that interview are sparse. Then she briefs Mr. Tisaby about the interview. Oddly, to 

say the least, Tisaby lied under oath about the briefing and Ms. Gardner let him. The “briefing” 
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given by Ms. Gardner and documented in Tisaby’s typed notes, has significantly more alleged 

statements of K.S. than what is reflected in Ms. Gardner’s own notes. Consequently, significant 

questions arises as to why was Tisaby briefed, how did he get so much more information than Ms. 

Gardner’s own notes, did their discussions involve efforts to change/shift/mold K.S.’s testimony? 

These questions go directly to the credibility of K.S. Regrettably, Mr. Tisaby, the lead investigator, 

has made himself unavailable to explore why he lied, why Ms. Gardner let him lie, why his notes 

are so extensive when her notes are not, and what were they hiding regarding the January 24 

interview. You don’t know what you don’t know. 

 The January 29th interview video is missing the first eleven minutes of audio. There was 

also discussion before the video started. K.S. says she was given assurances that she would be 

“protected.” No notes or report of interview reflect such discussion. The defense does not know 

what was said to K.S. and Mr. Tisaby, the lead investigator, will not tell us. 

 The video interview of January 29 shows K.S. talking about being “turned on” when she 

was in the Greitens home on March 21, 2015. This significant piece of evidence never made it into 

the Tisaby report. What other exculpatory statements were said in the first eleven minutes that did 

not make the report of interview cannot be known because Mr. Tisaby, the lead investigator, will 

not tell us. 

 Ms. Gardner and Mr. Tisaby hid the ten pages of notes Mr. Tisaby took during the January 

29th interview and told the defense the video did not work. The fair conclusion is they did not like 

the way portions of the interview went. Mr. Tisaby’s report of interview is mostly verbatim from 

his notes - but not his notes taken on the 29th. Rather, he simply cut and pasted from his notes of 

what Ms. Gardner told him about the 24th (again, notes that are far more extensive than Ms. 
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Gardner’s notes and she was the only one there.) By doing so he added words like ‘traumatic’ and 

‘violated’ which K.S. never said.  

 Some things may seem more subtle than others, but this manipulation caused K.S. to appear 

more like a victim and less like a willing participant. Then, in the grand jury, K.S. continues the 

molded theme of being a victim instead of a willing participant. It appears that through the efforts 

of Ms. Gardner and Mr. Tisaby they were able to get K.S.’s testimony more in line with what they 

needed. The defense cannot properly explore this apparent effort because Mr. Tisaby, the lead 

investigator, will not answer any questions. 

 In order to conceal the video and the notes taken by Mr. Tisaby, everyone had to be on the 

same page. So, in her deposition, K.S. said she simply could not remember if Mr. Tisaby took any 

notes. He sat twelve inches from her, he took ten pages of notes, he asked her for specific quotes, 

he asked her to spell names, and she could not remember if he took any notes. That is not credible, 

but someone had to tell her not to remember. How else is she helping the prosecution with her 

story? You don’t know what you don’t know. 

 The defense learned that K.S.’s supposed spotting of a cell phone on March 21, may have 

been from a dream. This fact had been told to the prosecution but never shared with the defense 

until obtained during the deposition. How else has her testimony been shaped? You don’t know 

what you don’t know. 

 Tisaby’s notes and draft report of interview of J.W. included a statement that as of the end 

of March 21, 2015, K.S. believed Mr. Greitens cared for her. However, in the final report of 

interview, that, among several other items of evidence, was deleted. Then, the report of interview 

with the deleted information was provided to J.W. before her grand jury testimony. The fact of K.S. 

believing Mr. Greitens cares for her could suggest she did not feel mistreated on March 21. Mr. 
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Tisaby, and likely with Ms. Gardner’s knowledge, deleted that information. The defense will not 

know how Tisaby decided to delete that information because he, as lead investigator, will not 

answer those questions. 

 K.S. met twice with the prosecution before her grand jury testimony. She has testified that 

is the first time she can remember discussing that she thought an ‘iPhone’ was involved. Knowing 

K.S. may have dreamed ever seeing a cell phone, the question as to whether K.S. really thought an 

iPhone was involved or she was fed that information, is a question that cannot be fully explored 

because Mr. Tisaby, the lead investigator, will not testify. 

When the Court evaluates the concern of you don’t know what you don’t know, 

consideration should also be given to the CAO’s motion for protective order relating to Anthony 

Box’s deposition - wherein the CAO claimed that Mr. Box “has had a minimal role in case 

preparation to date.”  In reality, however, Mr. Box was the affiant for two search warrants for 

this matter.  What else does the CAO think is minimal and we are not entitled to? 

 Add to all the other prejudice, the defense now has to address the fact a third witness, P.S. 

has received financial incentives related to this case. The ability to obtain the details of this trail of 

money has been greatly hindered due to having to deal with Mr. Watkins. While Mr. Watkins has 

admitted the $100,000 delivered by a convicted felon was expected at least in part to benefit P.S., 

he testified that he did not know the real source of the money and that he did not even know who 

the source was paying his own legal fees for the attorney’s representing him in his deposition. The 

amount of secretive payments demonstrates a significant level of corruption surrounding this 

prosecution. Additionally, the $100,000 cash payment raises serious concerns about what benefits 

K.S. may have received. Likewise, the question cannot be ignored as to whether strong political 
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pressures have been brought to bear on Ms. Gardner. In fact, Ms. Gardner knew about the payments 

for P.S. and never told the defense.  

There is no doubt that this case smells of politics. Missouri Times and Scott Faughn’s heavy 

cash involvement leaves little doubt. Ms. Gardner’s request for a trial setting the day before the 

midterm elections leaves little doubt. And, evidence produced yesterday, text messages between 

K.S. and Missouri State Representative Stacey Newman, also leave little doubt. Specifically, on 

January 11, 2018, Ms. Newman said to K.S., “my House Dem leadership insist you need a lawyer 

fast.” Two hours later, Ms. Newman says, “I may need to talk w your lawyers.” Then a week later, 

Ms. Newman sent a text to K.S., providing K.S. the name and phone number of “STL Circuit 

Attorney Kim Gardner, she said you can have your attorney call her.”  

 And, again noting that you don’t know what you don’t know, the defense can never now 

properly explore whether K.S. also is getting a financial benefit for her testimony like her ex-

husband. The frequency of misinformation and concealment of facts renders it impossible to 

understand what is the truth.  

 Moreover, without the ability to call Tisaby to the witness stand, the defense will never be 

able to perfect impeachment of the witnesses he tainted. 

 Finally, one of the most critical questions Tisaby was asked and refused to answer was, “Are 

you currently in possession or have knowledge of any information whatsoever that exculpates the 

Governor?” When it only came out from Mr. Watkins (and not the CAO) that the Circuit Attorney 

and Mr. Steele had known about P.S. receiving financial benefits for his role in this monstrosity,  

Tisaby’s refusal to answer this question is incurably prejudicial. 
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MS. GARDNER MUST ACCEPT PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR MR. TISABY 

 While Mr. Dierker has labeled Mr. Tisaby a liar and frequently tried to put space between 

him and the CAO, Ms. Gardner has defiantly defended Mr. Tisaby at every turn. And, of course, 

she must do so because they are joined at the hip when it comes to this case and the improper 

conduct. Specifically, 

1. she hired Mr. Tisaby,  

2. she signed his contract,  

3. she was the only one he was to communicate with,  

4. she was the one who decided the SLMPD would not be part of this case, 

5. she put out the false explanation that the police refused to participate in the case,  

5. she, without any witness, interviewed KS in an Illinois hotel,  

6. she was the one who briefed Tisaby on her interview of KS,  

7. she is the one who attended the grand jury,  

8. she is the one who signed the indictment,  

9. she defended the Tisaby deposition,  

10. she was the one who knew that Mr. Tisaby was lying,  

11. she was the one that asked him questions to perpetrate the lies, 

12. she is the one providing conflicting stories of a “malfunctioning” video, 

13. she remained silent as Tisaby lied about almost everything he testified to, and 

14. she is the one who refused to start the investigation of Mr. Tisaby and told the Court 

the allegations against him were “unfounded.” 

THIS CASE HAS BEEN CURSED FROM THE VERY START 

Back on February 28, Mr. Steele told this Court that the Circuit Attorney’s office indicted 

this case without having evidence to prove its case in court, and explained to the Court, “we did 

not have a significant amount of time to do any research and investigation into the case prior to 

the Grand Jury.” That itself is a misuse of the Circuit Attorney’s power. Ms. Gardner, eager for 
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the public attention of indicting the Governor, indicted this case under a statute never before used 

in this fashion, knowing she did not have enough evidence for a conviction, and without proper 

research or investigation.  

This case more than anything is about a photograph - - yet the Circuit Attorney never had 

a photograph. This case cannot be a felony without a subsequent transmission - - yet the office 

has admitted there is no transmission. The lack of evidence was even observed by the grand 

jurors who asked, “So you really don’t know if he took the picture or not?” 

So, what did the prosecution do to address both the reality of insufficient evidence and an 

inquisitive grand jury? Ms. Gardner and Mr. Steele gave the grand jury false and misleading 

instructions on the law.3 

So, from the very beginning, this case was without necessary evidence - no photo, no one 

who has ever seen a photo, and no transmission. And, the prosecution mislead the grand jury 

                                                            
3 Mr. Steele told the grand jury: “under the law if the photo is taken without her consent or her knowledge and when the 
photo was taken she was partially or fully nude, she has an expectation of privacy.” This is a clear misstatement of the 
law. Being in a place where there was an expectation of privacy is a separate element. Contrary to Mr. Steele’s 
statement, it is not met simply when a photo is taken without someone’s consent.  Moreover, there is a specific 
statutory definition for a place where there was an expectation of privacy. See, Grand Jury Testimony of P.S., 2/20/18, 
p. 24.  Mr. Steele’s instruction that if when the alleged photo was taken the individual was nude then there was an 
expectation of privacy is a flagrant misstatement of the law.  
Second, Mr. Steele next told the grand jury, “But under the law, if their photo is taken without her consent or knowledge 
and she's partially nude and she has an expectation of privacy, then that's it. What he does with the photo is irrelevant. 
The only issue is whether he took the picture without her consent if she was naked.” Not only does he again tell the grand 
jury that “The only issue is whether he took the picture without her consent if she was naked,” he tells the grand jury 
“{w]hat he does with the photo is irrelevant.” This again is a flagrant misstatement of the law. The statute and the MAI 
very specifically require that there be a subsequent transmission. But, Mr. Steele told the grand jury what he “does with 
the photo is irrelevant.”  
  Next, Mr. Steele told the jury - in response to a concern that there was no proof that a picture was taken – 
that KS testified she believed a photo was taken and therefore, “[t]he only issue is whether he maintains that photo in 
his possession or he deleted it.” Clearly, Mr. Steele again negated the required element of transmission. Moreover, with 
this second instruction he took away from the jury its ability to access the witness’s credibility and determine if there 
was in fact proof of a picture. He undeniably told the grand jury what facts they were to assume were true---that a 
picture was taken. This exchange between Mr. Steele and the grand jury again misled the grand jury as to the essential 
elements of the applicable statute. 
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letting them think that lack of evidence was of no consequence. The law simply does not cover 

the charged conduct. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE EVIDENCE CAN NEVER BE ANSWERED 
 
1. The defense was blocked from being able to explore efforts by the Circuit Attorney to 

conceal evidence from and mislead the defense: 

Q. I wanted to ask you a series of questions about when -- about conversations you had with 

Kim Gardner after your first deposition and with respect to the lies and perjury you committed 

therein. 

A.  I am invoking my Fifth Amendment rights under the Constitution of the United States 

of America. 

. . . 

Q. I wanted to ask you the involvement you had with Kim Gardner, specifically about the 

lies and perjury that you were committing therein during the course of the deposition and if she 

directed you in any manner during the course of the deposition on your breaks. 

A.  I am invoking my Fifth Amendment rights under the Constitution of the United States 

of America.” Id. at 22.  

2. The defense was prohibited from determining the extent of the efforts by the prosecution 

to deprive Governor Greitens of his Constitutional rights to a fair trial. 

Q. Tell me how you -- tell me if you, in fact, conspired with the Circuit Attorney's Office or 

any members thereof to deprive Governor Greitens of his Constitutional rights. 

A.  I'm invoking my Fifth Amendment rights under the Constitution of the United States of 

America.” Id. 
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3. The defense was denied the opportunity to uncover what other exculpatory information 

Mr. Tisaby possesses:  

Q. Are you currently in possession or have knowledge of any information whatsoever that 

exculpates the Governor? Did you want me to repeat that question? 

A.  I'm invoking my Fifth Amendment rights under the Constitution of the United States of 

America.” Id.  

4. Mr. Tisaby refused to produce the documents and records in his possession related to this 

investigation, and specifically his interactions with K.S. and J.W: 

Q. Pursuant to the subpoena which was served on -- on -- pursuant to the notice that was 

served on the state along with a request, did you produce any of the items listed 1 through 8 in the 

-- on the attachment to that deposition? 

A.  I am invoking my Fifth Amendment rights under the Constitution of the United States 

of America.” Id. at 29.  

Wherefore, the defense requests this Court follow through in its admonition to the Circuit 

Attorney, and prohibit the tainted and now uncurable testimony of K.S. and J. W.  

THE CIRCUIT ATTORNEY AND HER OFFICE HAVE A PATTERN OF DISCOVERY 
VIOLATIONS 
  
 On April 23, 2018, just a week ago, the Public Defender filed a Petition for Writ of 

Mandamus directing the Circuit Attorney to comply with “Rule 25 as required by law.” Within 

the Petition it notes that “on August 31, 2016 a Writ of Mandamus was issued against 

Respondent's predecessor, Jennifer Joyce, directing the Circuit Attorney to immediately 

comply with Missouri Supreme Court Rule 25.03 by the Honorable Gael D. Wood . State of 

Missouri ex rel St. Louis City Trial Office v. Jennifer Joyce, Circuit Attorney, City of St. Louis, 

Cause No.  1522-CC10021.” The Petition then notes that “on February 9, 2017 Gardner signed 
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and agreed to a Consent Order substituting Gardner for Joyce in St. Louis City Trial Office v. 

Joyce; agreeing to the issuance of the writ which mandates her compliance with Rule 25.03, 

with modification as directed by the Court of Appeals, and dismissing the appeal of St. Louis 

City Trial Office v. Joyce, cause no. ED I04807, filed by the Circuit Attorney.” Then the 

Petition cites the fact that, “an analysis of the St. Louis City Trial Office cases on the six felony 

dockets from January 8, 2018 until February 13, 2018 reveals that over 45% of cases were 

continued from the trial setting because of the failure of the State to provide discovery 

mandated by Rule 25.03.”  

 Clearly, the Circuit Attorney does not believe she needs to comply with the law. The 

violations and gross misconduct in this case are much more egregious than the allegations in the 

Petition, but, the pattern of skirting the rules and law which are the foundation of the criminal 

justice system is readily apparent.  

CONCLUSION 

 The actions of the Circuit Attorney and her sidekick investigator are reprehensible. They 

have greatly prejudiced the defense in this case. They have put a black mark on the entire office 

that for years carried a stellar reputation. By her ignoring the rules, misleading the Court, 

showing no concern for being sanctioned, and even as of this week still engaging in prejudicial 

misconduct, she has shown total disrespect for this Court. For all these reasons, a message must 

be made loud and clear. Mr. Tisaby has forever tainted the witnesses and this entire trial. 

Everything Mr. Tisaby has touched (all with the help of Ms. Gardner) must be excluded from 

any trial. 
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Dated: May 3, 2018    Respectfully submitted, 
 
      DOWD BENNETT LLP 

      By:  /s/ James G. Martin   
      James F. Bennett, #46826 
      Edward L. Dowd, #28785 

James G. Martin, #33586 
Michelle Nasser, #68952 

 7733 Forsyth Blvd., Suite 1900 
      St. Louis, MO 63105 
      Phone: (314) 889-7300 
      Fax: (314) 863-2111 
      jbennett@dowdbennett.com    
      edowd@dowdbennett.com 
      jmartin@dowdbennett.com 
      mnasser@dowdbennett.com 
      
      John F. Garvey, #35879 
      Carey Danis & Lowe 
      8235 Forsyth, Suite 1100 
      St. Louis, MO 63105 
      Phone: (314) 725-7700 
      Fax: (314) 678-3401 
      jgarvey@careydanis.com  
 

N. Scott Rosenblum, #33390 
 Rosenblum Schwartz & Fry 

      120 S. Central Ave., Suite 130 
      Clayton, MO 63105 
      Phone: (314) 862-4332 
      nkettler@rsflawfirm.com 
      

Attorneys for Defendant  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that the foregoing was filed via the Court’s electronic filing system and 

was also sent via email to the St. Louis City Circuit Attorney’s Office this 3rd day of May, 2018. 

 
      /s/   James G. Martin    
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